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Exoplanets Overview*
Extrasolar planets, or exoplanets, are planets that orbit stars that are not our sun, or are free floating
through the universe, orbiting the galactic center. More aptly, exoplanets are any planets that exist outside
of our solar system. There are four categories of exoplanets: gas-giant, Neptunian, super-Earth, and
terrestrial. As of now, all known exoplanets reside within our own Milky Way, but as of 2021,
astronomers have found the first evidence of a potential extra-galactic planet within the M51 galaxy.
Gas-giants are large planets comprising mostly of helium and hydrogen, and don’t have a solid surface —
rather, their structure is swirling gasses above a solid core. These planets can be significantly larger than
Jupiter, and can orbit incredibly close to their host stars (some make full orbits in less than 24 hours!). As
of now, there are 1,507 confirmed gas-giants.
Neptunian exoplanets are similar in size and composition to Neptune and Uranus. These planets typically
have gaseous atmospheres dominated by hydrogen and helium, with cores made up of rock and heavier
metals. Most Neptunian exoplanets are typically found in the icy, outer realms of planetary systems. As of
now, there are 1,766 confirmed discoveries of Neptunian exoplanets.
Super-Earths are exoplanets more massive than Earth, but less massive than Neptunian planets. These
planets are between two and ten times more massive than Earth, and can be gaseous, terrestrial, or some
combination of both. This classification of planet is common amongst exoplanets discovered in our
galaxy, with 1,570 confirmed discoveries, despite the uncertainty in their nature due to none existing
within our solar system.
Terrestrial planets are rocky planets smaller than twice the size of Earth. These planets are composed of
rock, silicate, water, and carbon, and typically have a majority composition of rock or iron, with either a
solid or liquid surface. Because these planets are so small, they are typically the hardest to detect, with
only 187 confirmed discoveries, despite the belief that there may be more than 10 billion terrestrial
planets within the Milky Way. Many of these planets are housed within the habitable zone, a range of
distance allowing planets to have liquid water, with an estimated 2-12 percent of stars in the Milky Way
having terrestrial planets in their habitable zone, which corresponds to an estimated 300 million
potentially habitable planets.
The first exoplanets were discovered in January 1992 by Aleksander Wolszczan and Dale Frail, however,
it wasn’t until October 1995 that exoplanet discoveries really gained traction when Michel Mayor and
Didier Queloz made the first detection of an exoplanet orbiting a sun-like star, winning them the 2019
Nobel Prize in Physics.
Exoplanet Detection Methods
There are five methods of detecting exoplanets: with radial velocity, transits, direct imaging, gravitational
microlensing, and astrometry.
The radial velocity method was one of the first successful ways to find and confirm exoplanets, and is still
one of the most successful methods, with 928 planets discovered using it. This method utilizes
gravitational interactions between a host star and its planet(s), along with the Doppler effect, to detect the
presence of any exoplanets.
The transit method of detecting exoplanets has by far been the most successful, with 3858 planets
*Note: All of the information in this section was found on the exoplanets.nasa.gov website on June 6,
2022.
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discovered, primarily by the Kepler Space Telescope. It is also the method that we will use to look at
exoplanets in this paper. When a planet passes between its star and Earth, a measurable amount of stellar
light is blocked from reaching Earth. Astronomers can quantify the difference in how much light reaches
Earth while the planet is transiting (it is directly between its star and Earth) and when it is not (all the
stellar light will reach us.) We use a light curve to depict this drop in flux, or brightness; the light curve
can tell us about the size, orbit, distance from host star, atmospheric composition, and temperature of the
exoplanet.
Direct imaging is a newer method of detecting exoplanets. The idea here is that astronomers can block out
light from a star in order to better see if there are any orbiting planets. There are two main ways
astronomers block the light of a star: coronagraphy and starshade. Coronagraphy uses a device placed
inside a telescope that blocks light from a star before it can reach a telescope’s detector, while a starshade
is a device positioned externally, blocking light from the star before it enters the telescope. As of now, 59
planets have been discovered using this method.
Gravitational microlensing allows astronomers to detect exoplanets when light from a more distant star
becomes more focused during a planet’s transit. This method has been utilized to detect rogue exoplanets
as well as orbiting exoplanets, with a total of 130 planets detected using this method.
The last method is astrometry, or the detection of the actual change in a star’s position due to the
gravitational pull of orbiting planets. This is still scientifically very challenging to do, as it requires
extremely precise measurements that are difficult to get from Earth as our atmosphere distorts light. As of
now, only one exoplanet has been discovered using astrometry.
Exoplanet Watch
Exoplanet watch is a citizen scientist project led by NASA’s Universe of Learning geared towards
amateur astronomers and college astronomy students with access to small ground-based telescopes
(NASA). The goal of this project is to observe exoplanet transits in order to reduce the error in transit
time in order to ensure efficient use of large telescopes (primarily James Webb and Hubble), discover
additional planets within a known extrasolar system, search for blended pairs, monitor stellar variability,
and confirm exoplanet candidates. Citizen scientists are expected to take, reduce, and analyze their own
data, and upload the results to the American Association of Variable Star Observers (AAVSO) Exoplanet
Database so the results can be shared with the professional astronomy community. Astronomers are able
to reduce and analyze their data with whatever method/coding software they please, but are invited to use
EXOTIC, a Python-based data reduction tool developed by scientists at NASA JPL.
Cal Poly Research
For my senior project, we observed the transits of two exoplanets, WASP-50b and TrES-1b, using the Cal
Poly Observatory. We worked with Exoplanet Watch to select these targets, and to utilize EXOTIC as one
method of analyzing this data.
In this paper we discuss the data analysis processes using PyRaf, a Python-based version of IRAF, which
is one of the most commonly used coding softwares in the astronomy community, as well as the analysis
process using EXOTIC. Additionally, we will compare the outcomes from each process to determine if
either has significant benefits over the other.
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Data Collection
In this section we will discuss the data collection and image reduction process, and any effects these may
have had on the project.
Telescope specs
We used a Meade LX600 14” telescope with a model ST-10XE/XME CCD imaging camera with a
2184x1472 pixel array. Our setup is a Cassegrain design telescope with a Meade f/6.3 focal reducer in
front of the ccd, giving the telescope a f/5 focal ratio, and a 27x15 arcminute field of view.
Observing Procedure
Once everything in the dome is on, running, and connected to GPS, we can start our data collection. The
first thing we do is to take three sets of reduction images: flats, darks, and biases. We take these every
night because the noise that they all respectively account for is not constant night to night.
Flats
The first of these we’ll take are the flats. The purpose of flats is to be able to remove any differences in
response to light from different places on the camera, either due to issues in the telescope (dust on the
mirror, vignetting, etc) or pixels with different sensitivities from our science images. We take these at
dusk because the dusk sky should evenly illuminate all pixels. For our flats, we’ll take a set of 8-12
images that have a pixel count of 30,000-50,000. These will have exposure times of anywhere from
0.5-10 seconds on average; the focus of the flats is the pixel count, so the exposure time will change
image to image to try and keep the counts steady. Also, because we are taking these images at dusk, there
is the possibility of capturing a stray star here and there, so we move the telescope a bit in between each
image; as long as there are no stars in the same spot between images, they will get subtracted out when we
combine our flats into a master image.
Biases
We take biases to account for any noise that already exists on the CCD. When a CCD is not brand new,
there can be residual counts that stay in the pixels of the CCD. These can appear as brighter spots in our
images, even if there is no star in that spot. Bias images have zero exposure time, so any brightness or
noise comes from residual counts on the CCD. Just like with our flats, we’ll take 8-12 biases and combine
them, only with these we are looking for the counts to average 1,000.
Darks
Darks account for any thermal noise generated by the CCD while taking an exposure. Our darks are a set
of 8-12 images that have the same exposure time as our science images. For these, there is actually no
light exposure, just the camera running the exposure time, so that we are only generating thermal noise,
and not getting any light created noise from the surroundings. Similar to our biases, we want a count of
around 1,000, and will combine the images into a master.
Reduction Process
To reduce our raw data, we used PyRaf. The reduction process for all three sets of images is the same; we
combine each set into its own respective master image, and then we remove these master images from our
science images. We do this reduction in order of biases, darks, flats; this way, when applied, the biases
will be subtracted from the darks and flats, and the darks from the flats, which allows us to isolate solely
the specific noise that we want represented by each set of images. Once the master bias, dark, and flat
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have all been subtracted from the science images, we just need to add the right ascension and declination
of our target into the science image headers, add the location of our telescope, and switch the observation
date and time to the julian date.
Pointing and Focus
Once we’ve taken our reduction images, we can calibrate the telescope for the night. The two things that
we need to check and calibrate every night are the pointing and focus. To calibrate the pointing, we
choose the brightest star near our target star and center the pointing on it. Once we have that bright star
centered on our screen, we can star synchronize on it; this tells our program that this is where this star is
centered on our telescope tonight, and it can adjust the communication between GPS.
We also adjust the focus every night. In order to do this, we ‘move’ the focus left and right until we can
get it to the best focus for the night. There are three parameters that help us to determine what the best
point is: a 3D star at maximum pixel plot, a maximum pixel value (MPV) graph, and a half flux diameter
(HFD) graph. We want the 3D plot to be as uniform to one point as possible; this shows us that we are
seeing the star as a single ‘point,’ and not a small circle of varying brightness. The other two are more
empirical tools. We want a high and steady MPV, and a relatively low HFD. The HFD is a more useful
tool in adjusting our focus, and tells us a bit more about how the data will be for the night. Ideally, we
want our HFD to be in the high fives or low sixes. This is the ideal value for our count, and it means we
will be getting a very good and focused data set. Anything in the mid sixes to high sevens is great, and
will provide very good data. Anything in the eights and nines will be adequate; it will provide data that
can be helpful in some aspects, but far less so in others. It depends what you use the data for if it will be
usable or not. Anything 10 or higher will likely not be usable for any analysis based on the images. The
goal of focusing the telescope in this way is to reduce the star’s photons into as few pixels as possible - a
small star is a well-focused star.
Having well-focused data is important to creating a good light curve because we are doing so with
aperture photometry. In aperture photometry, we are subtracting the sky pixel count from the star pixel
count. When our star is well-focused, it fills less pixels, and is easy to get an accurate magnitude reading.
When our star is not well focused, it seeps into many of the surrounding pixels, which can give us varying
magnitude readings because there is not one specific central point, but rather many slightly dimmer ones.
This diffusiveness makes it not only more difficult to get an accurate magnitude reading, but also makes it
more difficult to detect changes in magnitude, which is what we are depending on seeing in order to
detect a transit. This can also be especially problematic in a crowded star field, because stars may begin to
seep into each other - if our stars overlap, we can’t perform aperture photometry.
Note: During our observation period, there were some nights where we could just not get the pointing on
track - these nights yielded no data - and there were some nights we could not get the focus count below a
mid nine value - these nights yielded reducible data, however, it was also inconclusive data.
Aperture Photometry
In order to create a light curve, we need to be able to get data from our set of images. In order to do this,
we perform aperture photometry on our target star. Aperture photometry is the process of determining the
brightness of a star by measuring counts in an aperture and an annulus around the star.
There are four steps to aperture photometry:
→ Determine an aperture size
- We want our aperture to be similar in size to our target star
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- It is better for our aperture to have a larger radius than our target than a smaller radius
→ Measure how many counts are in the annulus when there is only night sky inside it
- This can typically just be done visually by just making sure there are no stars in the annulus when
you take the pixel count
→ Measure how many counts are in the aperture when the target star is inside it
→ Subtract the night sky counts from the target star counts
- By subtracting the night sky counts we are getting just the counts corresponding to the star
We do steps two, three, and four for every image. Once that is complete, we can take the final count
values, or magnitude values, and plot them against time. This will give us a light curve that shows the
exoplanet transit over the time observed.
PyRaf Analysis
In this section, we will walk through the PyRaf analysis process to produce a light curve.
The PyRaf method of photometry is relatively simple, albeit tedious. To start, we’ll open ds9, an image
viewing software, launch PyRaf out of Python, and open up the following packages:
→ noao
→ digiphot
→ apphot
Once everything is up and running, we can pull up our first reduced science image into ds9. In ds9, we
should be able to see both our target star and pick a good comparison star - the comparison star should be
within the same frame for all images, have a similar magnitude to our target star, and, most importantly,
not have a planet transiting it. Once we’ve decided on our comparison star, we can start making
coordinate files and running code.
For this process, we need three windows open: ds9, the terminal window that we have PyRaf running in,
and another terminal window that we can create coordinate files in. This last terminal window does not
need to be running PyRaf, but it does need to be opened to our data folder.
Once we have all three windows up, and our first image pulled up in ds9, we want to run imexam. We do
this by running the prompt
→ imexam
After this, when we take our mouse over our image in ds9, it should be a little flashing circle, rather than
our normal mouse pointer. Take the circle and place it over our target star and press ‘a’. This will output
the x and y coordinates of the center of the star in this image onto our PyRaf terminal. Do the same for the
comparison star. Pressing ‘q’ will take us out of pixel finding mode, and we can copy these pixel values
into a coordinate file.
Our third window is where we’ll create our coordinate files; we make these by opening a text file
→ vi 1.coo
and then copying the pixel values into the file. It doesn’t matter if you copy the target or comparison star
location over first, just keep it consistent throughout the photometry process.
Note: We will be making a new coordinate file for every one to ~100 images depending on the amount of
drift* we see throughout the data, and depending on how good the data set is (better focus/pointing means
fewer coordinate files typically, and vice versa.)
When we have our coordinate file made and saved, we can run ‘phot**’ in PyRaf. ‘Phot’ will run aperture
photometry on our target and comparison stars. There are two ways to do this:
→ epar phot
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edit ‘image’ and ‘coords’ parameters to be our target file name and our coordinate file name
respectively
execute phot
or type into the command line:
→ phot [target file] coords=[coordinate file]
Running either of these will put an output on the PyRaf terminal, which will either be a number (the
magnitude value), ‘indef” or ‘err’. This output is recorded to a new file called a mag file. We want the
output to be a magnitude value. If we get ‘indef’ or ‘err’ we will want to delete the output mag file for
that target image and run this process again with a new coordinate file. We tend to get these readouts
when the stars’ drift exceeds what the coordinate file specifies, or if we run across a poorly
focused/smudgy image — in both instances the photometry package cannot find the centroid of the star,
causing an error in the readout.
I’ve found that the most efficient way for this process is to create your coordinate file and run it with your
target images in sets of 10; this allows us to move more quickly through the data without needing to
delete too much once we hit an ‘indef’ or ‘err’.
Once we hit an ‘err’, we need to create a new coordinate file starting at that image, and repeat the process.
I’ve also found it helpful to label the coordinate files with the first image number they correspond with (ie
1.coo works for images 1-12, so the next coordinate file would be named 13.coo.) This is simply in case
you need to re-run your photometry for any reason (it happens more often than you’d think.)
*The drift in an image is how much the target or comparison star has strayed from original x and y pixel
values. In PyRaf, we typically need to create a new coordinate file if more than half of our star drifts out
of our aperture.
**Note: Running ‘phot’ will produce a mag file as the output; this file provides us with the instrumental
magnitude, magnitude error, and other data. When you err out and need to use a new coord file, make sure
to delete the old/bad mag file first before re-running ‘phot’ with the new coordinates. While this is not a
necessary step, it does make life easier when we are extracting data from the mag files and creating a light
curve.
EXOTIC Analysis
In this section, we will walk through the EXOTIC reduction process to produce a light curve. While this
process is much less coding heavy on the user than PyRaf, it does require a lot more data about the star
and the planet, compared to PyRaf only requiring the stellar coordinates and observing elevation.
In EXOTIC, the required stellar and planetary properties can be entered into a file before running code
(json.inits file), or they can be entered into the command line when prompted while running EXOTIC.
I’ve found that it is easier to use the inits file as it is more forgiving to typos/editing inputs prior to
running EXOTIC.
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Figure 1. json.inits file filled out for a WASP-50b light curve on 02/03/2022
The inits file asks for the X and Y coordinates of our target star and up to 10 comparison stars for the first
image we will be using in our data set. This is the only time we will have to input any pixel coordinates,
as EXOTIC can handle up to a 300 pixel drift within the data set.
We also need to fill in all of the planetary parameters in order for EXOTIC to run fully. We can get these
from NASA’s exoplanet database, or from any other reputable exoplanet database that you wish to use.
Once EXOTIC is running, it asks three to five questions before beginning the reduction process:
- if you are running EXOTIC while collecting data or on a data set after observation
- if you are using an inits file or inputting parameters into the control line
- if you are performing aperture photometry on .fits files or fitting a light curve to pre reduced data
in a .txt file
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-

what directory your inits file is in (if you are using an inits file)
if any planetary parameters you input differ from the NASA exoplanet archive, do you want to
use your inputs or compare/use the NASA ones
After that, EXOTIC runs for up to a few hours depending on how many images are in your data set, and
will output a final light curve, along with a few other files, to a directory of your choosing.
EXOTIC Troubles
There were a few main troubles we had with getting EXOTIC to successfully run: installing and
launching, and inputting planetary parameters. Once we were able to determine what the issues we were
having were, they were very easy to fix, and successfully run EXOTIC.
Installing and launching: EXOTIC is a Python-based code, and is being updated to new versions fairly
regularly. We first downloaded and installed EXOTIC version 2.9, but were trying to run it with Python
version 3.9. My assumption was that Python 3.9 should be able to run any earlier version of EXOTIC,
however, this was not the case. After a few unsuccessful attempts at running EXOTIC, we realized that
the Python and EXOTIC versions did not match; installing the latest version of EXOTIC (at the time this
was EXOTIC 1.9.1) allowed us to successfully launch the code, and get it to start running before the code
would error out. At this point, we had EXOTIC running, so we knew there was some other source of error
causing the code to run unsuccessfully.
Ultimately, we found the source of this error to be with our input of planetary parameters. EXOTIC offers
two ways to input planetary parameters: line by line in your terminal (or wherever you are running the
code), and in the inits.json file. Initially, we tried just inputting my parameters into the terminal line, but
we couldn't get EXOTIC to run successfully with this method. Using the inits file was what ended up
working and being my method of attack for all of our analysis, after figuring out a few things about it.
Initially, we had left the argument of periastron (or omega) term blank - this value was the most difficult
to find out of all the planetary parameters. We also tried simply running it with a zero value, which also
did not work. The second issue was realizing that the exposure time was a required parameter, and not a
part of the optional parameters. The setup of the inits file made this a bit confusing, as it is the only
required parameter listed after the optional parameters. Once both of these parameters were filled out,
along with the rest of them, everything ran smoothly. One thing to note here is that we assume EXOTIC
didn’t run when we input the planetary parameters into the terminal line because it did not prompt me for
the omega term, which turned out to be a vital parameter in having EXOTIC run successfully.
General Comparison
Both EXOTIC and PyRaf have their pros and cons. EXOTIC needs significantly more external data, but
running the program is less time consuming and user heavy, and it outputs preformatted plots. Running
aperture photometry with PyRaf can be time consuming and a bit tedious, but the only data you need is
the x and y pixel locations of the target and comparison star, and due to the hand-tracking nature, we can
account for any amount of drift. One main difference we see between the results from each program is
that the PyRaf data tends to have a smaller spread along the y-axis than the EXOTIC data; this may be
due to the fact that PyRaf is plotting differential magnitude vs HJD while EXOTIC is plotting normalized
flux vs HJD.
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Pros

Cons

EXOTIC

- Not significantly time consuming for
the user
- Outputs formatted plot, normalized
flux, and more
- Can account for ~300 pixels of drift

- Requires a lot of stellar and planetary
parameters that you cannot get on your
own
- Was challenging as a user to get running
the first few times
- Could not produce results for a set with
poor focus

PyRaf

- Only requires pixel location of target
and comparison star; Don't need any data
you cannot easily collect with a small
ground-based telescope
- Can account for any amount of drift
- Can still create an output for poorly
focused data (even though it will not
necessarily be useful data)

- Very time consuming/ “hands-on”
- Does not output a formatted plot; any
graphs or plots must be created by the user
- Need to know more about coding to use
than EXOTIC

Data Set Comparison
Set 1 - 11/03 - TrES 1b - Visible Transit
In Set 1, we have well-focused data from a night we were expecting to see a transit. We can clearly see a
portion of a transit in both the PyRaf and EXOTIC outputs, and both match the expected transit in timing
and depth. We see breaks in the same spots for each curve (these are times when clouds rolled through so
the seeing was not good for a short time). We also see that EXOTIC plotted less of the trailing data to the
right, presumably because it throws out ‘poor’ data.

Figure 2. Star field for TrES-1b on 11-03-21 with the target star in green, PyRaf comparison star in
orange, and EXOTIC comparison stars in purple
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Figure 3. Plot comparing the PyRaf output (differential magnitude vs HJD) and EXOTIC output
(normalized flux vs HJD); PyRaf data has been shifted up by 0.96 to be seen with EXOTIC data

Figure 4. PyRaf output for TrES-1b on 11-03-21
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Figure 5. EXOTIC output of TrES-1b on 11-03-21
Set 2 - 02/01 - WASP 50b - No Transit
In Set 2, we have adequately-focused data; the focus here is good enough to get usable and analyzable
data, but it was not as good as the focus in sets 1 and 3. We can see this in the fact that both the PyRaf and
EXOTIC data have a larger y-axis spread, which is what we expect from a data set with poorer focus or
seeing. We can also see in both plots that there was no transit this night, which matches our transit
prediction.

Figure 6. Star field for WASP-50b on 02-01-22 with the target star in green, PyRaf comparison star in
orange, and EXOTIC comparison stars in purple
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Figure 7. Plot comparing the PyRaf output (differential magnitude vs HJD) and EXOTIC output
(normalized flux vs HJD); PyRaf data has been shifted up by 0.77 to be seen with EXOTIC data

Figure 8. PyRaf output for WASP-50b on 02-01-22
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Figure 9. EXOTIC output for WASP-50b on 02-01-22
Set 3 - 02/03 - WASP 50b - No Transit
In Set 3, we have well-focused data from a night we expected no transit. We see this in both EXOTIC and
PyRaf, with there being no notable outliers and a curve that shows no transit. We again see in this data
that EXOTIC has a larger scatter than PyRaf, which may be due to the difference in y-variables.

Figure 10. Star field for WASP-50b on 02-03-22 with the target star in green, PyRaf comparison star in
orange, and EXOTIC comparison stars in purple
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Figure 11. Plot comparing the PyRaf output (differential magnitude vs HJD) and EXOTIC output
(normalized flux vs HJD); PyRaf data has been shifted up by 0.88 to be seen with EXOTIC data

Figure 12. PyRaf output for WASP-50b on 02-03-22
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Figure 13. EXOTIC output for WASP-50b on 02-03-22
Set 4 - 01/25 - WASP 50b
In Set 4, we had poorly focused data and bad seeing. With PyRaf we were still able to get an output, but it
isn’t really any type of usable data; the spread is so large that we would not be able to confidently identify
a transit or not a transit. With this data set, EXOTIC did not output a result other than the HJD for each
data point.

Figure 14. Star field for WASP-50b on 01-25-22 with the target star in green, PyRaf comparison star in
orange, and EXOTIC comparison stars in purple
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Figure 15. PyRaf output for WASP-50b on 01-25-22.

Conclusion
Ultimately, I feel that both EXOTIC and PyRaf are good options when it comes to analyzing exoplanet
transits, though I do feel that they are good for different reasons/uses.
If you are looking at a known exoplanet, EXOTIC is an excellent choice. It outputs a nicely formatted
plot, along with a .txt file of the HJD and normalized flux of our target star, a .txt file of the final
planetary parameters, and other plots regarding observing statistics for the target star and all comparison
stars, field of view, centroid positions, and raw flux. EXOTIC is also nice because it requires minimal
labor from the researcher as it is a mostly automated analysis process, and the program can account for a
significant amount of drift, however, it was a bit challenging to get up and running the first few times.
One limiting factor of EXOTIC is that it requires a significant amount of stellar and planetary parameters
in order to run - if you are missing even one of these parameters, it will not run. This makes it great for
analyzing transits of known exoplanets, but would be an impeding factor for analyzing transits of
suspected (or unknown) exoplanets. It could be very interesting to see if EXOTIC would be useful in
detecting a second exoplanet transit in a system where one transit is already known. Unlike PyRaf,
EXOTIC is still evolving and being improved, so these may become more useful in these areas in the
future.
With PyRaf, we are able to analyze less than optimal data, however, it is fairly tedious and user heavy,
though significantly more so with less than ideal focus and seeing. When we have good focus and seeing,
it is common to be able to get through around 100 images per coordinate file, which makes it a fairly
quick and easy process. Because PyRaf is performing “manual” photometry, we can account for any
amount of drift, and work with poorly focused data or data from a night of poor seeing if we so choose.
Another nice aspect of PyRaf is that it does not require any stellar or planetary parameters, making it
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useful for both observing known transits and suspected/unknown ones. This makes PyRaf much more
beneficial to use in the search for new exoplanets, or for observing any transits where we may not know
or have access to all of the planetary or stellar parameters that EXOTIC requires (some of these were hard
to find/ not necessarily from well known or trusted sources!). With PyRaf, we also have to create
well-formatted plots on our own, compared to EXOTIC being programmed to output that.
Overall, both are good options, and could theoretically be used in conjunction with each other when there
is a known transit for very accurate results. EXOTIC gives a very good estimate and outputs the ideal
aperture and annulus size in the planetary parameters txt file output, which could in theory be applied to
our PyRaf code in order to see even more accurate data.
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